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Number Topics

Topic Target 1 Target 2 Target 3 Target 4 Target 5

1 Arithmetic

Quick response task: simple
addition
Add two 3 or 4 digit whole
numbers
Puzzle: magic squares

Quick response task: simple
subtraction and addition
Subtract two 3 or 4 digit
whole numbers
Puzzle: number triangles

Quick response task: simple
multiplication
Recall multiplication facts up
to 13 x 13
Multiply up to a 4-digit by a
3-digit whole number

Quick response task: simple
division
Recall division facts up to
169/13 = 13
Short and long division, no
remainder

Quick response task: mixed
questions on whole numbers
Mixed questions in context

2 Money

Find the total of a set of
coins

Solve problems with coin
totals

Identify a missing coin from
a total

Identify the coins required to
make a total

Calculate the change from a
given bill

Calculate a simple bill and
the change

Solve shopping problems

3 Time
Convert between minutes
and seconds

Convert between hours,
minutes and seconds

Convert between fractional
hours, minutes and seconds

Calculate duration, start and
finish times: 12h clock

Calculate duration, start and
finish times: 12h and 24h
clock

4 Place Value

Convert numbers in words to
digits
Convert numbers in digits to
words

Identify the place value of
digits in whole numbers and
decimals

Sort whole numbers up to
10000 and numbers with up
to 3 decimal places

Multiply and divide whole
and decimal numbers by 10,
100 and 1000

Solve problems using place
value: guess the number in
as few clues as possible

5 Decimals

Add and subtract numbers
with up to 3 decimal places

Multiply a whole number by
a number with up to 2
decimal places

Multiply a whole number by
a number with up to 3
decimal places

Multiply numbers with up to
3 decimal places

Divide a number with up to 3
decimal places by a whole
number and by a number
with up to 2 decimal places;
exact answers

6 Integers

Sort positive and negative
temperatures on
thermometers

Sort positive and negative
numbers with and without
context

Calculate original
temperature, final
temperature and change in
temperature

Add & subtract negative
numbers
Puzzles: magic squares and
number triangles

Use four rules with negative
numbers, positive and
negative decimals
Quick response task:
negative numbers

7 Factors
List the factors of a number
by identifying factor pairs

List the factors of a number
by identifying factor pairs or
otherwise

Identify common factors and
the HCF of 2 or 3 numbers

Identify common factors and
the HCF of 2 or 3 numbers

Find the HCF of 2 or 3
numbers

8 Primes
Understand that a prime
number has exactly 2
distinct factors; Identify and
list prime numbers up to 100

Express a number as a
product of its prime factors

Express a number as a
product of its prime factors

9 Multiples
Recognise patterns of
multiples in a 10 x 10
number grid

Enter missing numbers in
lists of multiples of 2 to 12

Quick response task: identify
multiples of 2 to 12

Identify non-multiples,
multiples and common
multiples of 2 or 3 numbers

Identify the LCM of 2 or 3
numbers

10 Powers
Calculate and identify
squares

Calculate and identify square
roots and squares

Calculate and identify cubes
and cube roots
Solve problems

Calculate and identify cubes
and cube roots
Solve problems

Write, expand and calculate
positive, whole powers

11 Order of Operations
Understand and use the
order of operations with two
operations

Evaluate calculations with 2
or 3 operations with brackets
and powers

Evaluate calculations with 3
or more operations with
brackets and powers
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12 Rounding & Estimation
Distinguish between exact
and approximate numbers

Round numbers up to
100,000.00 to the nearest
whole number, 10, 100 and
1000

Round numbers up to
100.00000 to 1, 2, 3 and 4
decimal places

Round large and small
numbers to 1, 2 and 3
significant figures

Estimate by rounding to 1sf
and otherwise
Estimate by educated guess

13 Number Machines

Complete input and output
values for a number
machine; positive integers

Complete missing elements
in a number machine;
positive integers
Solve problems with positive
integers

Complete missing elements
in a number machine;
integers
Solve problems with integers

Complete input and output
values for a number
machine, including
multiply/dividing by a
negative

Complete missing elements
in a number machine,
including multiply/dividing
by a negative
Solve problems with integers

14 Number Problems & Puzzles Solve number problems and
puzzles

Solve number problems and
puzzles

Solve number problems and
puzzles

15 Language Tasks & Quizzes 1
Match number terms to their
definitions

Engage with the language of
number through wordsearch
puzzles

Engage with the language of
number through crossword
puzzles

Enter missing words in
statements concerning
number terms

Quizzes: Mixed questions in
context on Topics 1 to 9

16 Using a Calculator

Use a calculator to do a
single stage calculation on
numbers with 1 decimal
place

Use a calculator to do a
single stage calculation on
numbers with 2 decimal
places

Use a calculator to solve
single stage problems in
word form including some
contexts

Use a calculator to solve 2-
stage and multi-stage
problems including some in
context; follow order of
operations

Use a calculator to solve
multi-stage problems
involving brackets and
indices; follow order of
operations

17 Fractions 1

Identify the fraction of a
shape which is coloured;
simplest form not required
Colour the given fraction of
a shape

Complete equivalent
fractions
Compare the value of
fractions
Identify equivalent fractions

Reduce a fraction to its
simplest form

Convert between a mixed
number and an improper
fraction

Calculate fractional part of
a value

18 Fractions 2

Convert between a fraction
and a decimal; compare
fractions and decimals

Convert between a
recurring decimal and a
fraction in simplest form

Add fractions and mixed
numbers, expressing in
simplest form

Subtract fractions and
mixed numbers, expressing
in simplest form

Multiply & divide fractions
and mixed numbers,
expressing in simplest
form; Solve mixed
problems involving fractions

19 Percentages 1

Convert between fractions,
decimals and percentages;
Compare the value of
fractions, decimals &
percentages

Identify the percentage of a
shape which is shaded;
Shade in the correct
percentage of a given
shape

Calculate a percentage of a
quantity without a
calculator

Calculate a percentage of
quantity using a calculator

Calculate simple interest

20 Percentages 2
Express one quantity as a
percentage of another

Calculate the actual change
and new value for a
percentage change

Calculate the percentage
change given original and
new value

Calculate the original value
after a percentage change
(reverse percentages)

Calculate compound
interest year-by-year and
by using a multiplying
factor

21 Ratio
Simplify a ratio Identify the ratio of shaded

area to unshaded area in a
shape

Share an amount in a given
ratio

Solve mixed ratio questions
in context

Use a map scale to
calculate real and map
distances
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22 Proportion 1

Solve simple direct
proportion questions

Interpret and draw line
graphs of direct proportion

Solve simple indirect
proportion questions
Distinguish between direct
and indirect proportion

Solve questions on rates
and best buys

Convert between different
quantities using conversion
factors and graphs
including currency
exchange rates

23 Indices 1
Express in index form
(whole number indices);
expand and evaluate whole
number indices

Express in index form
(negative indices); evaluate
the reciprocal and other
negative indices

Express in index form
(fractional and negative
indices); evaluate fractional
and negative indices

Use the rules of indices to
multiply, divide & simplify

Use the rules of indices to
add, subtract & simplify

24 Surds - Coming 2014

25 Standard Form
Convert numbers greater
than 1 between ordinary
notation and standard form

Convert numbers less than
1 from ordinary notation to
standard form

Convert numbers less than
1 from standard form to
ordinary notation

Multiply and divide
numbers in standard form
without a calculator

Add and subtract numbers
in standard form without a
calculator

26 Language Tasks & Quizzes 2
Match number terms to
their definitions

Engage with the language
of number through
wordsearch puzzles

Engage with the language
of number through
crossword puzzles

Enter missing words in
statements concerning
number terms

Quizzes: Mixed questions
on Topics 1 to 9


